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the series was created by amy sherman-palladino and stars lauren graham, scott patterson,
alexis bledel, keiko agena, kim dickens, michael horse, yanic truesdale, kimiko glenn, jared
padalecki, meridith patterson, matt czuchry, sean gunn, yanic truesdale, keiko agena, kim
dickens, and scott patterson. the series is a witty, family-friendly take on life in small town

america. from the beginning, the story centered on the gilmore family, which consisted of lorelai,
her mother, emily, and her father, luke. lorelai, a student in the fictional town of stars hollow, the
matriarch of the family, was a free spirit with an extensive wardrobe and a penchant for hippie
hairstyles. in contrast, her mother and father were conservative, middle-class, and traditional.
gilmore girls is a story of the relationships and lives of three generations of the gilmore family
and their unique surroundings. the series is a prequel to the book series featuring the same

characters and storylines, and takes place in the early to mid 1990s. despite the show’s title, the
creators of the show and producer have stated that the series is not a spin-off of the book series.

the name “gilmore girls” refers to lorelai and rory gilmore, the two main characters, as well as
their parents, richard and emily gilmore, who were the inspiration for the show’s characters. the

show centers on the mother and daughter, lorelai (lorelei) and rory gilmore. lorelai is a free-
spirited single mother who owns the town’s only inn and restaurant, the dragonfly inn. rory is her

free-spirited daughter, who is often perceived as being quite spoiled by her mother, and who
often expresses her opinion on anything. rory has a fiance, logan, who lives in boston. lorelai has

a son named luke, who lives in san francisco with his wife, melissa.
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gilmore girls, the popular tv
show created by emmy winner
amy sherman-palladino, returns
to netflix on june 25th. the show
about an aspiring young mother

and her life in a quaint new
england town in the 1980s is

back for a 5th and final season.
the series revolves around a
young mother, lorelai (lorelei
arlen) gilmore, who lives in a
small town in the early 1980s.
lorelai and her mother, emily

(kelly bishop), live in stars hollow
where she is a mother and also a
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successful shop owner. kicking
off the series in 2000, gilmore

girls was one of the first tv
shows to feature a single, young
female lead. the show is a witty,

family-friendly take on life in
small town america. from the

beginning, the story centered on
the gilmore family, which

consisted of lorelai, her mother,
emily, and her father, luke.

lorelai, a student in the fictional
town of stars hollow, the

matriarch of the family, was a
free spirit with an extensive
wardrobe and a penchant for

hippie hairstyles. in contrast, her
mother and father were
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conservative, middle-class, and
traditional. the show's popularity
has grown over time, and with

its end, viewers will want to
catch up on the rest of the story.
welcome to gilmore girls season
1. this is the first season of the
popular series, featuring lorelai,
her mother and father, and the
gilmore family. the series was

created by amy sherman-
palladino and stars lauren

graham, scott patterson, alexis
bledel, keiko agena, kim dickens,
michael horse, yanic truesdale,
kimiko glenn, jared padalecki,

meridith patterson, matt
czuchry, sean gunn, yanic
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truesdale, keiko agena, kim
dickens, and scott patterson. the
series is a witty, family-friendly

take on life in small town
america. from the beginning, the

story centered on the gilmore
family, which consisted of lorelai,

her mother, emily, and her
father, luke. lorelai, a student in
the fictional town of stars hollow,
the matriarch of the family, was
a free spirit with an extensive
wardrobe and a penchant for

hippie hairstyles. in contrast, her
mother and father were

conservative, middle-class, and
traditional. 5ec8ef588b
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